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Abstract 
Barzdin, J.M., and G.J. Barzdin, Rapid construction of algebraic axioms from samples, Theoretical 
Computer Science 90 (1991) 199-208. 
An axiom is called reliable if it is confirmed in several places in a given sample of algebra. A 
very effective algorithm for enumerating such axioms is described. 
1. Introduction 
In Angluin’s paper “Easily inferred sequences” [l] about one hundred sequences 
of numbers were collected having an obvious or easily inferred pattern such that 
from a few successive terms of the sequence, one could very easily guess a correct 
rule of generation. Here are some of these sequences: 
2, 4, 6, 8, . . . 
1, 4, 9, 25, . . . 
2, 1, 4, 4, 6, 9, 8, 25, . . . 
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,. . . 
1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, . . 
1, 10, 11, 100, 101, 110,. . . 
The question is: what mechanism allows one to generalize such sequences so easily. 
It seems that such a generalizing process is based on finding separate local 
regularities. If a local regularity in the given sample is found, then we can hope 
that it will apply also in the general case. If a sufficiently large number of such local 
regularities is found, then they might be sufficient for describing the general rule 
for constructing the entire sequence. 
One of the most natural forms for describing local regularities are the so called 
algebraic axioms which are equalities of two terms. 
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For example, the following system of algebraic axioms: 
f(0) = 1, f(l)= 1, f(x)=f(x-L)-tf(x-2), 
which can be found from the initial fragment of the sequence 
1, 1,2,3,5,8,13,21,. . . , 
uniquely describes the Fibonacci function in general. 
The basic question is: can such axioms be found sufficiently fast, i.e. without an 
exhaustive search. A positive answer to this question (in a sense) is given in this paper. 
2. Definitions and notations 
Let the signature CE be a finite set of functional symbols {f,, . . . ,fm} where any 
symbol A has a fixed arity. Let A be an algebra of signature 2 over the enumerable 
domain set N. For the sake of simplicity we will suppose that X is a set of natural 
numbers (otherwise we can consider a number set of the original domain set). 
An example: an algebra A, over the signature E0 = {z, s, +} where z is a 0-arity 
function (constant) equal to 0, s(X) is one argument successor function s(X) = X + 1 
and + is the usual two argument adding function. 
Let f~ 2 be of arity n (n 2 0). Let a,, . . . , a, be elements of set N. Then the 
expression f( a,, . . . , a,) will be called a primitive term. By f(a,, . . . , a,) we will 
denote the value of this term in algebra A. 
An equation of the form 
f(a,,...,a,)=f(a,,...,a,) 
will be called an elementary equation of the algebra A. The elements 
aI 9 a2,...r %,f(%~~~ 3 a,) will be called a domain of the given elementary 
equation. 
A finite set P of elementary equations of algebra A will be called a sample of 
algebra A. 
A sample of algebra A0 is 
P,={z=O, s(O)= 1, s(l)=2,s(2)=3, s(3)=4, 
+(0,0) = 0, +(o, 1) = 1, +(l, 0) = 1, +(1, 1) = 2, +(2,0) = 2, 
l c(O, 2) = 2, f(l,2) = 3, +(2,1) = 3, -t-(3,0) = 3, +(o, 3) = 3). 
By .NP we will denote the domain of sample P, i.e. the union of the domains of 
all the elementary equations of I? For example the PO domain NP, is (0, 1,2,3}. 
Let there be a fixed alphabet {x, , x2, . . .} of term variables. Open terms and their 
levels are defined as follows: 
l any variable xi is an open term of level 0, 
l any 0-arity functional symbol is an open term of level 1, 
l if f is a functional symbol of arity n (n > 0) and t, , . . . , tn are open terms of 
levels I,, . . . , 1, respectively, then the expression f( t, , . . . , t,) is an open term of 
levelmax(l,,...,l,)+l. 
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The size of the open term t is defined to be the number of instances of the 
functional symbol and variable symbols in 1 and will be denoted lt(. 
For example, the open term t = +(z, +(x1, +(z, x1))) is of level 4 and of size 7. 
Let the open term t contain variables xi,. . . , xk (such a term is denoted 
r(x,, . . ., xk)). Term t’, obtained from the open term t by replacing its variables 
Xl,. . . , xk by elements a,, . . . , ak of domain set N, will be called a closed term, and 
its level and size are defined to be the same as the level and size of the open term 
t. 
In the algebra A any closed term t(a,, . . . , ak) is associated with its value 
;(a,). . . ) a,,) E N. It can be computed by the following procedure. First we replace 
in term t the lowest level subterms t, , . . . , t, (they all are primitive terms) by their 
values t, , . . . , in and thus convert term t into the term f’ of one level lower than 
t. In the same way we replace the lowest level primitive subterms in t’ and obtain 
r2 which is one level lower than t’, etc. We continue in this way until ti E X is 
obtained; t’ is the value of term t. 
We will say that a closed term t belongs to sample P if its value can be computed 
by means of elementary equations of sample P, i.e. in the above procedure of 
computing the value of t only such primitive terms appear which coincide with the 
left hand term of some elementary equation of sample P. 
Let there be given a tuple (a,, . . . , uk) E J%‘-:, ui f aj if i #j, and b E N,. We will 
say that such pair ((a,, . . . , ak), b) belongs to sample P. We will say that an open 
term t satisjies the pair ({a,, . . . , a,), b) in the sample P if: 
l t contains no other variables than x,, _ . . , xk, 
l the corresponding closed term t’ (which is obtained from t by replacing variables 
Xl,..., xk by a,,..., uk respectively) belongs to sample P and its value is b. 
Let 2 be a natural number (I > 0). We will denote by AP,cta, ...,ak),bj,, a set of all 
open terms such that: 
l they satisfy the pair ((a,, . . . , ak), b) in sample P, 
l they have level no more than 1. 
If we consider the sample PO, then, for example, the set APo,~~,,2~,3~,2 is 
{+(x1 9 x2), +(x2, -4, +(xl,s(xI)), +(s(xJ, Xl), +t-(x,, +(x1, Xl)), 
+(+(x1 5 Xl), Xl), s(x2L S(S(%)), 4+(x,, 4)). 
3. First theorem 
We will say that an algorithm having received the input U enumerates the set of 
objects {w, , w2, . . . , w,~} in setup time T and ith step time Ti, if this algorithm outputs 
(“prints” on the output tape) the first object wi in T+ TI time, and the ith object 
Wi (i=2,3,...) in T, time from the moment when the previous object wi_, was 
output. In this paper by algorithm we mean the RAM-machine. 
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We suppose that the signature E is fixed. Further we will say “a sample P of 
signature E” which actually means that P is a sample of some algebra in signature 
2 over the domain set N. 
By IPI we will denote the number of elementary equations in sample l? 
Theorem 1. There exists an algorithm which, given any sample P of signature 2, any 
pair ((a,, . . . , a,), b) belonging to Pand any natural l> 0 enumerates without repeating 
a set of terms AP,(ca,,. .,ak),h),l in setup time O(lPI) and ith-step time O(lt,l), where ti is 
the output term in the ith step (i = 1,2,. . . , IAP,C(a ,,,.,, npj,hj,ll). 
Proof. For sample P we define a corresponding sample graph G,. Sample graph 
GP contains nodes of two types: domain nodes denoted by Dp and functional nodes 
denoted by Fp. To distinguish nodes of these two types, in the figures we will show 
domain nodes as dots and functional nodes as small circles. Domain nodes will 
correspond to the elements of domain set N, of sample l? Functional nodes will 
correspond to elementary equations of sample P and will be marked by the functional 
symbol of the left-hand side primitive term in this equation. For any equation 
f(ar,...,a,)=b 
of sample P the following arcs are added in graph Gp. From functional node u 
corresponding to this equation an arc is drawn to the domain node b; the node b 
is called the upper node for functional node v. From domain nodes a,, . . . , a,, arcs 
(marked by numbers 1,2, . . . , n respectively) are drawn to the functional node v; 
domain nodes a,, . . . , a,, are called lower nodes for functional node v. 
Sample graph G, which corresponds to the sample PO given above is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
Let there be some tuple (a,, . . . , ak) E ,Irp such that ai # a, if i #j. In this case we 
define weights for nodes of graph GP according to the following conditions (weight 
will not be defined for all nodes): 
l Domain nodes a,, . . . , ak have weight 0. 
Fig. 1. The sample graph G,. 
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Functional nodes which correspond to 0-arity functional symbols have weight 1. 
If functional node v corresponds to some n-arity functional symbol and d, , . . , d, 
are lower nodes of node v and for all of them weights h,, . . . , h, are defined, 
then the weight of node v is max( h, , . . . , h,) + 1; otherwise the weight for node 
v is not defined. 
Let vr, . . . , v, be all functional nodes for which the upper domain node is d and 
weights h,,..., h, are defined. In this case the weight of the domain node d is 
min(h,,..., h,); otherwise the weight of the domain node d is not defined (i.e. 
if no such functional nodes vi do exist). 
is easy to see that a weight related this way to some domain node d is exactly 
the smallest level among levels of closed terms which in sample P satisfy the pair 
((a,, . . . ,a,), d). 
Additional arcs, called dotted arcs (they are denoted by dotted lines), are added 
to graph GP in the following way. Let d be some domain node for which weight 
is defined. Let v,, . . . , v, be functional nodes whose upper node is d and for which 
weights are defined and let these nodes v, , . . . , v, be already ordered according to 
their weights (weight(q) s weight(ui+,)). The dotted arc is drawn to connect node 
d to v,, node v, to v2,. . . , node q_, to q,. 
The graph GP which is completed by weights and dotted arcs according to the 
fixed tuple (a,, . . . , ak) will be called an annotated sample graph and will be denoted 
G$, . . . ..a.) 
Graph G$i2’ which corresponds to the sample graph G, is shown in Fig. 2. 
Lemma 1. The annotated sample graph G$l-a ) h can be built from sample P in O(lPI) 
steps. 
Fig. 2. The annotated sample graph G$$. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma will be based on a certain physical model. We 
assume that arcs of graph GP are pipes through which water can flow in the direction 
of the arrows. Domain nodes are simple connections of input and output pipes. 
Every functional node is a valve which opens only when water from all its input 
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pipes has arrived. When the valve opens, water flows further into the output pipe. 
By wavefront at a given moment, we understand a set of domain nodes to which 
water has arrived first in the current step. With one water propelling step we 
understand a wavefront displalcement by one layer of functional nodes. 
More precisely, one water propelling step means the following. First, water flows 
into all output pipes of current wavefront nodes d, , . . . , d,. Thus, new functional 
nodes can appear for which all input pipes are filled with water (some input pipes 
could have been filled in previous steps, but in this step the last input pipe is filled). 
We open valves in these functional nodes and let the water flow into the associated 
output pipes (i.e. in the direction of the associated upper domain nodes). Thus, 
new domain nodes d; , . . . , dj, which did not have water until this moment, but 
receive it in this step, can appear. Nodes d {, . . . , d 1 form the new wavefront. 
We suppose that at the initial moment water is only in the domain nodes a,, . . . , ak. 
These nodes form the initial wavefront and their “weight” is set to 0. We then start 
to propel the water in steps S, , Sz, . . . , S, and thereby move the wavefront. After 
performing step S, we set the “weight” to i for domain nodes of the new wavefront 
and for functional nodes whose valves open first in this step (in step S, we also 
open the valves of all 0-arity functional nodes and let the water flow into the 
associated output pipes). We continue to propel the water until the new wavefront 
is empty. 
It is easy to see that no more than w steps of water propelling are necessary, 
where w is the number of domain nodes in graph Gp, and that “weights” attached 
to nodes are those mentioned in the lemma to be proved. 
Additionally, in step Si we draw dotted arcs to the functional nodes whose valves 
open in this step (it is clear that this is the correct way to draw dotted arcs). There 
can be no more dotted arcs than functional nodes in Gp, and therefore, the number 
of steps to draw them is proportional to the number of functional nodes in Gp. 
Wavefront displacement can be modeled by a RAM machine in such a way that 
the total number of steps is proportional to the number of functional nodes in G,. 
The number of functional and domain nodes in graph G, is O(lPI), therefore, 
Lemma 1 is proved. 0 
Let there be a graph G(p~~...~~h) and let it be placed in memory so that its nodes 
can be accessed by their addresses. 
A closed term t will be called an a-term if: 
l it contains no other domain symbols than a,, . . . , ak, 
l it belongs to sample P. 
An a-term t will be called annotated if, for each of its symbols, is attached the 
address of some node in graph G$13...*ai) according to the following conditions: 
l to domain symbols there are attached the addresses of the corresponding domain 
nodes, 
l iffk,,..., g,,) is a subterm of term t and zl,, . . . , o,, are domain nodes which 
are upper nodes for functional nodes attached to g, , . . . , g, (or which are nodes 
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attached to g,, . . . , g, if they are domain symbols), then to symbol f there is 
attached an address of the functional node marked byf and having lower nodes 
v, ) . . . ) v, . 
It is easy to see that any a-term can be annotated. 
We define the minimal a-term of domain node d in the following way. If 
d E {a,, . . . , ak}, then the symbol d itself is the minimal a-term of node d. Otherwise 
we consider the functional node v which is connected to node d by a dotted arc 
(if there is no dotted arc from node d, then the minimal term is not defined). If 
node v corresponds to 0-arity functional symbol L then this symbol itself is the 
minimal term. If node u corresponds to n-arity (n > 0) functional symbol f; then 
the minimal term is the term f( t,, . . , t,) where t,, . . . , t, are minimal a-terms of 
lower nodes for the node v. 
It is easy to see that the so defined minimal a-term of node d is the lowest level 
closed term which satisfies the pair ((a,, . . . , a,), d) in sample P and its level is the 
weight of node d. 
Now we also define the minimal a-term for functional nodes. Let v be some 
functional node for which weight is defined (otherwise the minimal term for v is 
not defined). Let functional node v correspond to the functional symbol f of arity 
n. If n = 0, then the symbol f itself is the minimal term of node v. Otherwise there 
are lower nodes d, , . . , d, for node v and minimal terms t, , . . . , t, for those domain 
nodes. Then the term f( t, , . . . , t,) is the minimal term of functional node v. 
It is easy to see that the level of the minimal term of functional node v is equal 
to the weight of node v. 
The following estimation is important. The number of steps necessary for con- 
structing the annotated minimal a-term t for the functional or domain node in 
G(p, 1.. ,a~> is O(/tl), where ItI is the size of term t. In fact, to obtain this estimation, 
dotted arcs were introduced in the annotated sample graph G$‘I,...,~~‘. 
We will say that there exists an l-alternative for annotated a-term t, in graph 
G$YI,...%“~) if, from the node q,, corresponding to the root symbol of tl, there is a 
dotted arc to node q_ of weight 1. In this case the minimal a-term of node qz is 
called the l-alternative of term t, 
Let t be an a-term and 1 be a natural number >O. We define the l-level for 
subterms of term t as follows: the whole term t has l-level equal to 1, the immediate 
subterms of t have l-level equal to l- 1, the immediate subterms of these subterms 
have l-levels equal to I- 2, etc. 
The following ordering ofsubterms for term t is defined: we say that a subterm 
t, is left from the subterm t, if the root symbol of t, is left from the root symbol of 
t2 in the usual linear layout of term t. 
We define an l-marked a-term in the following way. Let 1 be a natural number 
> 0 and t, some annotated a-term. We mark with a special symbol, say “*“, the 
rightmost subterm t, of term t (according to the ordering of subterms defined above) 
for which the I’-alternative exists, where 1’ is not greater than the l-level of subterm 
t1 . 
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It is easy to see that for Z-marking of the annotated a-term t, or detecting it as 
unmarkable, 0( 1 tl) steps are necessary. 
We define an l-succeeding term t’ for the Z-marked a-term t in the following way. 
Let t, be the term marked by “*” subterm of t and tZ, the alternative of term t, . 
Let term t* be obtained from term t by replacing its subterm t, by subterm t2. The 
Z-succeeding term t’ for term t is the Z-marked term t” if Z-marking is possible; 
otherwise t’= t”. 
The next lemma follows easy from the facts already proved. 
Lemma 2. The number of steps necessary to construct, from an Z-marked a-term t, its 
Z-succeeding term t’, is O(l t’l). 
The algorithm mentioned in Theorem 1 works as follows. Having received as 
input the sample P, the pair ((a,, . . . , uk), b) and Z > 0, it constructs first the graph 
G(pn13...X”k). From Lemma 1 it follows that it takes O(IPl) steps. After that the algorithm 
outputs the minimal term t, of node b (in which domain values a,, . . . , ak are 
replaced by variables x, , . . . , xk respectively); this takes O(l t,l) steps. Then for 
term t2, which Z-succeeds term t,, the corresponding open term is output (accord- 
ing to Lemma 2 it takes O(lt,l) steps), etc. It is easy to see that in this way the 
algorithm enumerates the set AP,~~a,,...,a~~,h~,l without repeating in the time mentioned 
in Theorem 1. Cl 
4. Second theorem 
In the previous section the case where an open term satisfies one pair 
((a,, . . ., ak), b) was considered. Now we will consider the case where an open term 
has to satisfy several pairs simultaneously. More precisely, let there be a set of pairs 
belonging to sample P: 
Q = {((a:, . . . , ai>, b’l, ((a?, . . . ,&A b2L. . . , ((at,. . . , ah WI. 
We will say that an open term t satisjies a set ofpairs Q in sample P, if t satisfies 
all these pairs in sample Z? 
Let us denote by A,,o,r the set of all open terms which in sample P satisfy a set 
of pairs Q and has level no more than Z (I> 0). In other words, 
A P,Q.I -  A,,,,:,. , a:),bl),/n . . . n A,,,,; ,..., a;),b’~, 
In real situations it is typical that separate sets 
A P,((u: . . . . . a:Lb’Ll. A PY(4,... .a:),h2),I 3 . . . 
are of relatively large size but their intersection is of relatively small size. Therefore 
an important question arises: can elements of intersection A,,o,l be found directly 
(i.e. enumerated sufficiently fast) without constructing sets 
A P,((a: . . . . . a:),b’)J, A PXGG,... .a:),b’),/, . . . 
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The next theorem gives a positive answer to this question in some sense. 
Theorem 2. There exists an algorithm which, given any sample P of signature 2, any 
set Q of pairs belonging to P and any natural I> 0, enumerates without repeating a 
set of terms Ap,Q., in setup time O(lPIIQ’) and ith-step time O(l til) where ti is the output 
term in step i (i = 1,2, . . . , (A,,,I). 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we will consider first the case when set Q contains 
only two pairs: ((a:, . . . , a:), b’) and ((a:, . . . , a’,), b*). 
Let A be an algebra in signature E = {fi , . . . , fm} over the domain set JV. Interpreta- 
tion of functional symbols in this algebra is denoted by f;‘, . . . ,f^, respectively. 
Now we will define a square algebra A2 for algebra A. A square algebra A2 has 
signature E = {fr , . . . ,f,} and domain set K* where functional symbols are inter- 
preted as follows: 
flA2((%, ai), . . ., (47, ail)) = (f”(%, . . . 2 %),fiA(4 9.. ., ail)). 
Likewise for sample P of algebra A we define a square sample P*: 
(f"%a 1, a:), ..., (an, a:,)=(& b'))E P* 
if and only if 
(fiTa,, .. . ,a,,)=b)~P and (fiA(a: ,..., a:)=b’)~P 
It is easy to see that the set P2 so defined is a sample of square algebra A2 
(although it is defined by sample P of algebra A). It is easy to deduce the next 
important equality: 
A P,((a: /... ,a:~b~~t n A P,(d ,..., o:)$),r 
=A P2,(((a: . ..- ,a:),b’),((o: >.... af),b2)L/. 
To enumerate set Apz,((( 1 01 .. . . . a:),b’),((a: . . . .. a:Lb’)Ll the algorithm described in Theorem 
1 can be applied with respect to sample P* of algebra A’. Because 1 P2) s 1 PI2 the 
correctness of Theorem 2, when [Ql= 2, follows immediately. 
The proof is similar in the case where 191 = s when only P” samples should be 
considered instead of P* samples. 0 
5. Conclusion 
Let us recapitulate the meaning of the results obtained. If we have constructed 
(by enumerating) the set of terms 
A P.((o I. .../ a~),b)J, 
it is easy to enumerate all axioms which satisfy the given pair ((a,, . . . , a,), b): they 
are of the form ti = tj where tiy < E Ap,,,,I ,..., o,),hj,l. 
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For every such axiom it can be verified whether it also satisfies all (or sufficiently 
many) other points in the sample. After such verification we can say with great 
certainty that this axiom is correct in general. 
A problem arises at this point: for the pair ((a,, . . . , ak), b), chosen at random, 
the set of terms A,((, ,,..., ol),bJ,l can be very large due to the regularities which are 
valid only for the specially chosen pair, not for the general case. 
There is an important observation that, if some regularity is valid in some 2-3 
cases chosen at random, then it is also usually correct in general. The number of 
such common regularities is much smaller. The principal question is: can such 
common regularities be found (enumerated) sufficiently fast, i.e. without enumerat- 
ing all regularities of all considered pairs. 
Theorem 2 shows that common regularities can be enumerated quite fast. 
According to our experience (see [2] and [3]) the technique described herein 
provides new prospects for inductive inference methods. 
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